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1. Introiluction

1. We call a set Z a Picard set for entire functions if every entire non-
rational function ./ omits at most one finite value in - E.

Lehto [2] has proved that a countable set

E:{oo}U{4,},:r,r,...

whose points converge to infinity is a Picard set, for entire functions if the
points a" satisfy the condition

la*la**rl : O(n-27 .

Matsumoto fa] has proved the same assertion under the condition

log la^.rrla,l > M(n) ,

u'here M(n) are positive numbers such that

grlM(n)
limsuP trdl I M@+ . .. i a<il < *

(.I( a positive constant). In this paper u,e prove that there exist Picard sets
for entire functions, which contain a sequence of discs converging to the
point at infinity.

Winkler [7] has among other things proved that the entire functions

w(z) :frr(L - zla")

with la,*rla^l ) q > I take any finite value a infinitely often in the
union of the discs

D^: {z: lz - a"l ( Q"}

r.vith q" : ela"l-p for any e > 0 and p ) 0, and that they take any value
only finitely often in the complement of this union (See also Lehto l3l,
Theorem 4). Our Theorem 1 shows that the same is not true if the radii
Qn of D* satisfy the condition la"l : o(- log g").
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2. Picaril sets tor entire functions

2. We hegin by presenting three lemmas. We denote fåg O :
max{0,log ö} for ö } 0. Our first lemma is a consequence of Schottky's
theorem which is proved by Ahlfors in the following form (Dinghas [I],
p. 29\:

If g(z) is regular in lzi

rJg W@)l <

Lemma l,Let' / be analytic in an annulus r<lzl<R (0<r<
fi < .o) and omit the values 0 and I there. Then

1+lzi i
I | | 

,_: -- - (t + log ig(o) l)1 lzl \

-j-

-{ rT + Ios (min tf(z)l )}e*p{aa,in}
iri : /rR

suclr that, lzoi: {iA and if @r)l - min lf @)1.

+-

los (max if@l)
,r,: y'rR

Proof . We choose zo

., : y'rR

We denote p:log(Rlr). The composite function g@ : f(zol/rlRe:)
is regular, different from 0 and l, and has the period 2ni, inthe strip domain

O: {C:0 < Re e < p, - @ ( Im ( < + *}.

Hence any value taken by / on lzl : t/rR is taken by g on the segment

, : {e: Re 6 : pl2, - n ll;m ( < n} .

Especially S0rlZ) : f@o). The function

eti;iP - 'i
wG): ,,i:,,, 1i

maps D onto the unit, disc rl ( 1 conformally and

I er"lt,_I p.-'t,- I Iw(I): l*r- 
"",n 

11 
(Reeo < e.,"+t,Imw:0i .

Since wQtl2) :0 and g}rp):f@o), the lemma follo'w's from Schottky's
theorem.

r et Z be the Riemann sphere with radius 1/2 touching the u;-plane

at the origin. The chordal distance of the images ou .X of two points r.u

and w' in the plane is denoted by lw, w'), and C(w, ö) is the spherical
open disc with centre at the image of w and with chordal radius ö. The
following lemma is proved by Matsumoto [5].

Lemma 2. Let / be analytic in an annulus L I 1zl < eP and omit
the values 0 and 1. There exists a positive constarrt A such that the
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spherical diameter of the image curve of lzl : st'lz by / is not greater
tJnan Ae-el2 for all p, ) O.

Let Å be a triply connected domain with boundary components J-r,

-I-, and J-r, and let / be analytic and omit the values 0 and I in Z.
We assume that the images of lr, J-, and -l-, by f are contained in the
spherical discs Cr, C, and Cr, respectively, and give the following lemma
of Matsumoto [5].

Lemma 3. Let ö > 0 be so small that the spherical discs C(0,2ö),
C(I,2ö) and C( a,2ö) are mutually disjoint. If the radii of Cr, C, and C,
are less than ö12, only two possibilities c&rr occur:

(l) Cr, C, and. Q contain the origin, the point w : I, and the point
at infinity, one by one, so that Cr, C, and C, are contained in C(0, ä),
C(1, d) and C(oo, d), respectively, and f takes each value outside the
union of C(0, d), C(I, d) and C(oo, d) once and only once in Å.

(2) Of Cb Cz and C, none can be disjoint from the union of the
other two, so that there is a disc with radius less than 3ö/2 which contains
the image of Å.

3. We consider first a sequence of discs with the middle points lying
in a half plane.

Theorem 7.Let Do, n:L,2,. ., be a sequence of discs with
cenlt,lle zn, Re z, ; I, and rvith radius Q,. If
(1)

for 7L :
(2)

1 ,2 r.. ., and

iz"i - o(- lng p")

then E: {*} U,_q?, is a Picard set for entire functions.

Proof. It is obviouslv sufficient to prove that the assumption of the
existence of a function .f, analytic and non-rational for z * @, and
different from 0 and I outside ,E leads to a contradiction. There is no loss
of generality to assume that each D" contains at least one zero or I-point
of f, for we can delete from {D"} all other discs and the remaining discs
also satisfy conditions (1) and (2).

We consider the function g(z) : f(tl"). g is analvtic and non-rational
for z t' 0. Since 

,rT n" : 0, we can take M > 0 such that the set

{z:lzl>M, Ree<0}
contains no point of E - { co}. Then by (1) and (2), there exist 0 ( Qo (
IIM andasequenceofdiscs Bn, n:1,2,..., rrithcentre §,, Res,)0,
and with radius 6tu satisfying the conditions
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(3) ls,/s,_,,| )a)l
fot n: I ,2,..., and

(4) 1/(- log o") : o(ls"l) ,
@O

such that UB.c{z:Re,=0}, g(z)I0,I outside 7,:{0}r,Vur,,,
where Br:1:r: lzl ) g0), and each Bn contains at, least one zero or
l-point of g.

By (3) and (4), we c&n choose aL nL so large that the annulus

S^ : {z t o,1 lz - s"l ( ls"l(a - l)lza\

contains no point of -E for arly n ) ur,r. Applying Lemma 2 to §, we
conclude that the spherical diameter of the image of

y^: {z: lz - s,l : t/itt"t<" - t)12"}

by g is dominated by

(5) ö,: A t/2"i4" - \1 '

for n ) rzr. Hence there exists a spherical disc C" with radius less thau
ä" which contains this image.

Wetake å > 0 sosmallthatthediscs C(0,2ö), C(1,2d) and C(a,2ö)
are mutually disjoint. Since the origin is an essential singularity of gt wa
have

(6) !y,*@: o ,

where M(r) : max { lg@)l : lzl : r}.
By (3) and (4), we can take an nr) n, such that the amrulus

R^ : {z: ls"l(Z*l(3u - t))' < lzl < 2o. s,, f (3a - l)}

contains no point of I for n ) nr. The modulus of each Rn is
log((3a - t)lzu) > 0. Applying Lemma I to -R,, n ) n2, rve see by (6)

that the image of

)", - {z: lzl : ls"l(Zalga - 1))'/'}

by g is contained in C(a, ö12) for sufficiently large n, say for n ) nr.
We may assume ns2nz.

By (+) there exists nn7 n, such that ö" < ö14 for n ) zo. Applying
Lemma 3 to the triply connected domain \itth )'*, .1,-, and Z, a,s boundary,
we see that C" is contained. in C(oo, d) for n2 no.

We choose ns) n+ so large that ls"i < gof2 for n) nu. We appl;z

Schottky's theorem to the disc

Ann. Acad. Sci. Fennicar
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{*,lz + aolll < aolz}

and get
i-r

log ls(- ls"l{2ulga - l)}'/')l < {z * log lg(- 1.ol2)l} pols,l-1{(Ba - r)l2o}rr2

for n ) nu. We use 1(, ard K, to denote positive constants depending
+

only on Qo, log lSe polz)l and a. Applying Lemma 1 to the amulus -Bn
we get

(7)

for z e 1,,.

fJS W(z)l < KL+ Krls,, I I __ Å,1 ,,

We denote by A" the unbounded component of-the complement of )"^.

The maximum principle applied to A. yields log lg(z)l I M^ in An.
We take nu / nu so large that

lt"l - t/i"li"1@ - tyz"> ls,l(zal(Bo( - 1))3/2

for any nlnu. Then we have ync An, and g(y^)cT, with

T": {w : lw , af > (l + "'*")-'t') .

Since g(y") c C", rve get C, n T^ + A.
Instead of (a) we can write

lo,l-1 : o(- log o,) ,

and this implies by (5) and (7) that, there exists n, ) nu such that

(8) d" < 1/4(I I ezM"1tiz

for any n) nr.
Since C, n T" + A, we see by (8) that C, cannot contain the point

at infinity for n ) nr. Then the maximum principle applied to the bounded
disc G, wit'h y" as boundary yields g(G")c C,. Since B,cGn, weget
g(8") c C". This is a contradiction, for C^ contains no zero or l-point
of g, and the theorem is proved.

4. If we &ssume that the middle points of the discs Do need not lie in
a half plane, we must replace the condition (2) by a stronger one.

Theorem Z.Let D,,, n:1,2,..., be a sequence of discs with
centre zn and with radius Qn. If

, alld
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(b) lz^1" : O(- log g") ,

gJ

the D : {*} U U D, is a Picard set for entire functions.

Proof . A. ir, å:rtproof of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove that the

assumption of the existence of a function f , analytic and non-rational for
z ,* @, and different from 0 and I outside -D, leads to a contradiction.

we consider the function g(z) : f(t14. g is analytic and non-rational
for z 10. By (a) and (b), there exist go ) 0 and a, sequence of discs 8,,
n : 1, 2, . .., with centre t. andwithradius o, satisfyingthe conditions

(")

for n--: I,2,
(d)

(f)

(g)

, and

U(- log o") - O(lt"Y) ,

such that g(z) + 0, I outside 1': {0} r"90r", where Bo: {z: lzl > go},

and each B, contains at least one zero or l-point of g.

We take ä > 0 so small that the spherical disc C(0,2ö), C(1,2ö)

and C( a,2ö) are mutually disjoint. As in the proof of Theorem l, we

can take n1 so large that for any n ) n, the image of

y,: {z: lz - t"l : l/i"p"Y," - 1Y;;,

by g is contained in a spherical disc C, with radius less than

(e) öo : A'\/zoro"Ko, - I)li"l ,

where .A is the constant of Lemma 2, and C"cC(oo, ä).

We choose n, ) n, so large that

the annulus

+

- max {log lg@)l , lrl: d}. We
we see by (g) that there exists
set,

{z: lt"l(zal($or - r))s < lzl < 2d, ,largz - 9,1 < nlzn)

contains no point of -F. Considering the function h(C) : gt{ al on the disc

and t,hat for any ?L ) %2,

R, - {z: lt"l(Zal\" 1))' <

contains no point of E. We denote L

for each ??, 7 ns a pn such that the
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{f ' I( - d,einnnl < fln - lt"l"(zol$o t))r"}

we get by Schottky'* theorem

+

-ö[, - log iglt"i{z"l(3r' t)}'t'e",n)t

2d"(7 + L)
<.

We take n4 ) n, such that

(h)

for ?L 7 %a. We

+
(i) los

for ze )"* with

apply Lemma I to Rn and get

ls@)l < F + i\r") exp {nzllog((Be t)lza)}

By

(j)

the conditions (f), (h) and (i), we get for z e 1* the estimate

where /{, and K, are positive constants depending onlv on L and.
we denote by A" the unbounded component of the complement of

The maximum principle applied to A" yields lig lg1z1l < M^ in
We take nr} nn so large that, y.C A^ and y^i X : A for n )
Then we have g(y") c 7, with

T,: {w:lw , a) > (1 + er*")-rtr\ ,

and C"n f " + A. We get by (d)

It^l'-" : O(- log o") ,

and this implies by (u) and (j) that there exists ne Zna such that

(k) ö" < Ll4(r * ezM"lrp

4..

Ån.

4,,.
7Lb'

n'or any nlnu.
Since C, nT^ + A, we see by (k) that Cn carvtot contain the point

at infinity for n ) nu. Then the maximum principle applied to the bounded
disc (1" wibh y- as boundary yields g(G^)c c,. since BocGo, we get
g(8") c c"' This is a contradiction, for cn contains rLo zero or l-point
of g, and the theorem is proved.
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8. Meromorphie funotions

5. No theorem like the theorems I and 2 is valid for meromorphic

functions. we can in fact prove that given any sequence of discs

D,, 'tL:1,2,.., which converge to the point at infinity, t'hen there

exists a function f, meromorphic and non-rational for z * @, and

bounded outside

E : {*} ,,{,r,.
We construct a sequence Bn, n : T,2,..., of discs with centre z"

and with rad.ius p" satisfying the cond'itions z, ) L, and' B^ c ö Dp
P:1

(1)

a,nd

(2)

c/: I zl@"-r")
s(z): J:J, ; ,1p" a ,;

For z C B, we get bY (1) and (2)

lz,+rlz) > en ,

Then we have for z e {.o} U i1 n- the estirnate
--1

n

IJniversity of Helsinki and

University of Jvväskylä
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